Abstract. Action systems is a formalism designed for the construction of parallel and distributed systems in a stepwise manner within the re nement calculus. In this paper we show how action systems can be derived and re ned within a mechanical proof tool, the B-Tool. We describe how action systems are embedded in B-Tool. Due to this embedding we can now develop parallel and distributed systems within the B-Tool. We also show how a typical and nontrivial re nement rule, the superposition renement rule, is formalized and applied on action systems within B-Tool. A derivation towards a distributed load balancing algorithm is given as a case study.
Introduction
Action systems are used to construct parallel and distributed systems in a stepwise manner as described by Back et al. 2, 4] . They are often developed using a poweful program modularization and structuring method called superposition 7, 9, 2] . In superposition some new functionality is added to an algorithm in the form of additional variables and assignments to these while the original computation is preserved.
Stepwise re nement of action systems is formalized within the re nement calculus 4] based on the weakest precondition calculus of Dijkstra 6] . A formalization of superposition as a re nement step within this calculus is put forward by Back and Sere 3] . Superposing one mechanism onto another often constitutes a large re nement step with many proof obligations. An example of verifying a complex distributed algorithm using superposition re nement is given in 13]. To get more con dence in the correctness proofs we need to use some mechanical tool. In this paper we show how superposition re nement of action systems can be performed using B-Tool.
The name B-Tool will in this paper refer to the B-Method and the B-Toolkit. The B-Toolkit 11] comprises a set of tools supporting a method of software development, the B-Method 1]. This method is succesfully used in many industrial projects applying formal methods. The B-Method is founded on the set theory and relies on an extension of the weakest precondition calculus of Dijkstra 6] .
In this paper we show how action systems can be embedded in the B-Tool. We compare the re nement notions of the two systems, the action systems and the B-Method, and show how the superposition re nement rule formalized on action systems can be applied within the B-Tool. Since the superposition is a method for developing parallel and distributed systems, embedding the superposition method in the B-Tool makes it possible to develop parallel and distributed systems within B-Tool.
We will rst brie y describe action systems and superposition re nement in section 2. In section 3, we give an overview of the B-Tool. In section 4, we show how action systems and superposition re nement are embedded in B-Tool. Finally, B-Tool is used for developing a load balancing algorithm of Hofstee et al. 8] . The rst re nement step towards a distributed algorithm is given as an example. The complete derivation is reported in 14] . The load balancing algorithm within B-Tool is described in section 5. We conclude in section 6.
Action Systems and Superposition Re nement
We rst consider the action systems framework together with its associated re nement calculus. We only give a very brief introduction here. More on these topics and further references can be found elsewhere 2, 3, 4].
Action Systems
An action system A is a statement of the form Each action A i is of the form g i ! S i where the guard g i is a boolean expression on the state variables and the body S i is a statement on the state variables. We denote the guard g i of A i by gA i and the body S i by sA i . Furthemore, we say that an action is enabled in a state when its guard evaluates to true in that state.
The behavior of an action system is that of Dijkstra's guarded iteration statement 6] on the state variables: the initialisation statement is executed rst, thereafter, as long as there are enabled actions, one action at a time is nondeterministically chosen and executed. When all the actions are disabled the action system terminates.
If two actions are independent, i.e. they do not have any variables in common, they can be executed in parallel. Their parallel execution is then equivalent to executing the actions one after the other, in either order.
Re nement of Action Systems
The superposition method has been formalized as a program re nement rule within the re nement calculus for action systems. Let us now brie y describe this calculus.
Let 3 Overview of the B-Tool A superposition re nement step is often large. In order to give more con dence in the correctness proof of a superposition step we want to use a mechanical tool. We will study B-Tool to see how it applies to action systems and how its proof rules agree with the superposition rule. The B-Toolkit 11] comprises a set of tools, which support a method of software development called the B-Method. The B-Method is a mathematical method which gives a model oriented approach to software construction. The method is founded on set theory and relies on an extension of Dijkstra's weakest precondition calculus 6].
A program derivation in B-Method consists of a speci cation, possibly a number of re nements and an implementation. The speci cation is a high level description of a program under development and it usually involves a lot of nondeterminism. By the re nements the speci cation can stepwise be transformed into an implementation. This implementation represents the last re nement. It can directly be translated to executable code and it may not contain any nondeterminism.
Within B-Method the speci cations, the re nements and the implementations are represented as Abstract Machines consisting of a context of global constraints and of operations on state variables. For specifying the operations B-Method uses the Abstract Machine Notation (AMN), which is a generalisation of Dijkstras guarded command notation. Every statement in AMN is a form of substitution. Each generated substitution S is de ned as a predicate transformer which transforms a postcondition R into the weakest precondition for S to establish R, wp(S; R).
The processing of Abstract Machines begins with syntax-and type-checking. Veri cation conditions needed for proving the speci cation consistency and the correctness of re nement steps can be automatically generated within the BToolkit. Furthermore, these veri cation conditions can be automatically or interactively proved using the so called autoprover or interprover, respectively. The provers are built on a mathematical library containing a collection of mathematical laws for the underlying set-theoretic notation. The autoprover rst tries to discharge the proof obligations using the mathematical library. If the standard library is not enough, the user may supplement it with new necessary rules and then with the help of the interprover discharge the rest of the proof obligations. In addition to the above mentioned functions there are also facilities within B-Toolkit for generating code and documentation.
Embedding Superposition Re nement within B-Tool
We now show how action systems, their re nement, and the superposition renement rule can be embedded in B-Tool.
Action Systems within B-Tool
Abstract Machine Speci cation We rst look closer at how speci cations are constructed within B-Tool. The syntactic structure of an abstract machine is given in Figure 1 . An abstract speci cation, or abstract machine, in B-Tool is identi ed by a unique machine name. It can be supplied with parameters p for giving dimensional characteristics of the speci cation. The properties P of these parameters are given in the constraints clause. Furthermore, within the abstract machine we can introduce constants c which are de ned in terms of the parameters and some given sets. The properties clause gives the de nition Q of these constants.
The variables x in an abstract machine are de ned in the invariant clause and initialised in the initialisation clause. The invariant R consist of a set of predicates including set-theoretical typing of each variable. The initialisation T is a substitution statement. A machine can also include variables of other machines to di erent extents.
An abstract machine has a number of operations. These operations are named procedures which might have parameters and/or be of resulting type. The operations are given in the form of substitutions using the AMN language. They are the interface of the machine. In Figure 1 the operation consists of a substitution S with a precondition L.
The internal consistency of the abstract speci cation in Figure 1 can now be proved in B-Tool by showing that the following ve requirements are ful lled:
The rst three obligations are concerned with the consistency of the contextual information, i.e., the formal parameters, the constants and the variables. The fourth checks that the invariant is established initially and the fth that each operation maintains the invariant.
Action Systems Let us now study how an action system can be embedded into this Abstract Machine speci cation. The AMN substitution P ) S is called the guarded substitution and is interpreted as guarding of the substitution S by the predicate P. The weakest precondition for the guarded substitution is de ned as wp(P ) S; R) def = P ) wp(S; R): This is, however, the same as the weakest precondition for the action P ! S.
Hence, an action can be interpreted as a guarded substitution.
The syntax for a guarded substitution interpreted as an operation in B-Tool is:
Operation name = PRE true THEN ( SELECT P THEN S END ) END ; where the precondition has the value true and can be left out. The guarded substitution as an operation is then SELECT P THEN S END : Hence, we choose to represent each action in B-Tool by such an operation.
Let us now consider the following action system: are considered as parameters and, hence their constraints in P(z) are given in the constraint clause. For the rest, the translation of action systems into AMN is straightforward. A consistency proof of the speci cation is given using the autoprover in BToolkit verifying the proof obligations (C1) ? (C5).
Superposition Re nement within B-Tool
We will now study how the superposition rule can be interpreted within B-Tool. We begin by describing the Abstract Machine re nement in B-Tool.
Abstract Machine Re nement A re nement in B-Tool may either be a data re nement or an algorithmic re nement. Data re nement is achieved by a change of variables and the operations on them, while the algorithmic re nement allows the operations to be reformulated thereby making them more concrete without changing the state space. The re nement relation within B-Tool is transitive and monotonic.
If we have the machines N and M , where N re nes M , then N and M must have identical operation signatures. This means that the corresponding operations in N and M must have identical names and, if the operations have parameters, these must also be identical. The machines N and M need, however, not contain the same variables. The machine N is produced by applying a syntactic construct, Re nement, to the machine M . The syntactic structure of an Abstract Machine re nement is given in Figure 3 .
Although, a Re nement and a Machine resemble each other in many ways there are some di erences. Firstly, a re nement has to state what it will re ne, a machine or another re nement. Furthermore, the invariant R In an action system re nement some variables x are left unchanged, these are the so called old variables. However, in B-Tool we cannot use the same variable names in the speci cation and the re nement. We, thus, rename the old variables to x 0 in the re nement and state the relationship x 0 = x in the invariant of the re nement.
Furthermore, in B-Tool all the re nements use the same operation names, which means that all operations that will exist in the nal re nement also have to exist in the rst speci cation. Since we introduced the actions B 1 , B 2 and exit cond as operations in the machine re nement RefActionSystem, we also need to introduce corresponding operations in the machine speci cation ActionSystem as B i = BEGIN skip END for i = 1; 2, where we have skipped the precondition true as previously. We will return to exit cond later.
We have expressed how an action system and its superposition re nement can be modelled as machines in B-Tool. Let us now consider the proof rule for superposition re nement of action systems. The ve conditions (S1)-(S5) in the superposition rule are equivalent to re nement rules within B-Tool as will be shown below. We start by showing the equivalences for the rst four superposition conditions. The treatment of the last condition (S5) is postponed.
(1) The condition (S1) is equivalent with the condition (B2), where (S1) These are easily seen to correspond to (S4).
The proof obligations (B1) and (B3) do not correspond to any of the conditions in the superposition rule. Since the invariant R is included in the invariant R 0 due to the superposition re nement, and the preconditions L and L 0 both have the value true, they trivially hold for the embedded action system. Preliminary to relating the condition (S5) to a condition in the B-Method we present some additional constructs of the method.
Abstract Machine Implementation The Abstract Machine implementation is the only machine that allows loop-constructions in the operations. Since condition (S5) refers to a loop, we need to consider the implementation with a loop-construct to create a similar condition within B-Tool.
The loop-construct consists, apart from the loop, of an initialisation, an invariant, and a variant as follows:
T ; WHILE P DO S INVARIANT R VARIANT E END ; where P and R are predicates, T and S are AMN substitutions and E is an integer expression. The proof obligation created for such a loop with postcondition Q is the following:
(T1) wp(T; R) (T2) R ) E 2 N (T3) (8l:(R^P) ) wp(S; R)) (T4) (8l:(R^P) ) wp(n := E; wp(S; E < n))) (T5) (8l:(R^:P) ) Q):
Here l denotes the variables modi ed within the loop. Following the obligations the initialisation T should establish the invariant R and the variant E should be an expression yielding a natural number. Furthermore, when the guard P of the loop holds, the body S should maintain the loop invariant R and decrease the variant E. Finally, the postcondition Q should hold when the loop terminates, i.e., when P does not hold anymore.
Termination of Auxiliary Actions Let us now proceed with the condition (S5): R ) wp(do B 1 ] :
: : ] B n od; true). We need to nd a variant such that the invariant R implies that the variant is a natural number and that the variant is decreased each time one of the actions in the loop is executed. These conditions are created as proof obligations for the WHILE-loop within B-Tool. We, thus, need to make a separate re nement step within B-Tool using a WHILE-loop to prove this condition.
In this re nement step the re ned abstract speci cation has true as the invariant and skip as the initialisation and as the only operation. In the Abstract Machine implementation we then give a WHILE-loop with a variant E operating on some variables e. This operation generated from the action system A 0 is written as: The condition (S5) in the superposition rule can now be translated into terms of proof obligations generated in B-Tool by:
The proof obligations (T1), (T3), and (T5) do not directly correspond to any condition in the superposition rule. The obligation (T1) (and (T3)) is partly proved by proving the obligation (B2) (and (B4 B i ])), but additionally they check that the variant establishes the invariant R 00 (y; z; e) in the initialisation and the operations. Since the postcondition of the action loop is considered to be true here, proof obligation (T5) holds trivially 5 Case study: Load Balancing Algorithm
As a case study we will formalize the load balancing algorithm of Hofstee et al. 8] within action systems and B-Tool. A rst re nement step towards a distributed implementation of the algorithm is used to exemplify superposition re nement with B-Tool.
Load Balancing Algorithm
We consider a connected graph (V ; E), where V is a nite set of nodes and E a nite set of edges on V . Let the nodes denote processes and the edges denote communication links between the processes. Each process is assumed to know the identities of its direct neighbours and the number of tasks it posesses, i.e. the load. Communication can only take place between nodes directly connected by an edge and it can go in both directions. Even so, the graph is considered to be a rooted directed tree, where the edges are directed towards the root. This assumption forces the load balancing to concentrate most of the tasks to the leaves of the tree and make it possible for the other nodes to transfer tasks from one branch to another. The total load of the system is stable after initialisation. If node i does not have enough tasks, i.e. its load is less than the treshold, and its father, node j , in the tree structure has a load greater or equal to the treshold, the action bal load ij is enabled and a task can be moved from node j to node i. On the other hand, if node i has too many task and its father, node j , has a load less or equal to the treshold, a task can be sent from i to j since the action bal load ji is enabled. Following this computation pattern no process is idle forever if there is enough work to be done.
We assume that the constraint (top > 0) holds for the global variable top and that the constants Load:i have the property (8i 2 V : Load:i 0) in the load balancing algorithm. The following invariant then holds during the computation:
This is due to the fact that initially the load of a node i is assigned the value Load:i and during the computation the load is only decreased if it is greater or equal to top, otherwise it is increased. At termination each node either has a load greater or equal to the treshold top or a load less or equal to top: It is now straightforward to give the action system as the Abstract Machine speci cation in Figure 5 . There are, however, some restrictions for speci cations in B-Tool. We are for example not allowed to use sequential composition in a speci cation. Instead we have to use parallel composition of substitutions. Since these substitutions have to refer to distinct variables, we cannot assign values to distinct elements in an array in parallel. Thus, these elements have to be considered as distinct variables and the replicator functionality is lost. In our machine we have, thus, restricted the graph to one with two nodes, node 1 and node 2. Node 2 is considered to be the root. It is, however, easy to extend the algorithm to contain more than two nodes 14]. The treshold top is given as a parameter and (top > 0) as its constraint.
The operations init 12 and init 21 are only represented as skip-statements. They will later be introduced as actions in the re nement. Also the exit condition is given explicitely as an operation exit cond for veri cation purposes.
A Superposition Re nement Step
We will now do a rst re nement step towards a distributed load balancing algorithm using superposition. We add a new variable Q for representing communication links between nodes. The link Q:i:j denotes the link from node i to node j . There is a link in both directions for each edge. Thus, for the edge (i; j ) in the graph we have the links Q:i:j and Q:j :i . We consider the link as a one place bu er and since we are not concerned with what is sent over the link at this stage, we can represent the link as a boolean variable. The link Q:i:j is de ned to be true if something is sent over the link and false otherwise. All links are initialised to false.
In the re ned action system we split the change of loads into two phases. First, a node chooses which neighbour to change loads with. In the second phase the change of loads takes place. A node must not commit to change loads with more than one neighbour at a time. This can be expressed as in the predicate F (i; j ): The new actions init ij and init ji describe the rst phase of the change of loads, the commit, by setting the links Q:j :i and Q:i:j , respectively, to true denoting that the loads are ready to be changed. Neither node i nor node j can be committed to any node for these actions to be enabled. The new actions are de ned as follows. The invariant I 21 states that if there is something on the link from node j to node i, i.e. the value of Q:j :i is true, then node j is overloaded and node i has a load lower than the treshold. A similar reasoning holds for the invariant I 22 . Invariant I 23 says that if there is something on the link from node i to node j then the link in the other direction has to be empty as well as all other incoming and outgoing links of nodes i and j .
We will now write the same re nement within B-Tool. The Abstract Machine re nement is given in Figure 6 . The sees clause, SEES Bool TYPE, is needed for reading boolean values. Since the operations in the machine re nement cannot involve variables of the machine being re ned, we need to introduce new variables for the loads, lload1 and lload2. They are, however, stated to be equal to the old load variables in the invariant, (lload1 = load1)^(lload2 = load2). The invariant I 2 given above is also included in the invariant of the re ned machine. The initialisation and the operations are created in the same way here as for the machine speci cation. For veri cation purpose we introduce the operation exit cond.
The termination condition for the auxiliary actions are checked with a WHILEloop in a machine implementation. The WHILE-loop for the load balancing algorithm is given in Figure 7 . The disjunction of the guards of the operations init 12 and init 21 compose the guard of the loop. These operations are also included in the IF-substitution within the loop. The relation between the link variables Q and the variables C 1 and C 2 of the variant are added to the invariant. These relations give the de nition of the function BTS BOOL used for the variant, returning one for a parameter with the value true and zero otherwise. Veri cation The autoprover was able to discharge most of the proof obligations generated for the load balancing algorithm. When a proof obligation cannot be discharged using the mathematical library of rules during the autoproof session, the user may supplement the library with further rules. In our case study the following kind of proof obligations could not be discharged. For the proof that the new guard implies the old, the autoprover need to use the invariant relation (lload1 = load1)^(lload2 = load2). Furthermore, the proof obligations for the exit cond-operation need to be transformed using logical rules to bring the obligation into an expression which can be shown to be true. This proof can easily be done by hand-waving. The autoprover would only need to be supplied with these logical rules by the user. Finally, the proof obligation stating that the variant is a natural number was left unproved. Here it is again su cient to explicitely give the de nition of the variant, already given in the invariant, as an extra rule.
The proof obligations that are not discharged by the autoprover can rst be discharged by the interprover. Then running the autoprover once again these obligations can be discharged by the autoprover as well using the user supplied rules. Thus, using B-Toolkit we were able to discharge all the proof obligations created for the superposition re nement step of the load balancing algorithm. Sample outputs produced by B-Tool are included in the full version of this paper 15].
Conclusion
We have described how an action system is turned into an Abstract Machine speci cation in B-Tool. We have constructed re nements which give rise to proof obligations that correspond to the conditions of superposition re nement within the action systems framework. We can, thus, do superposition proofs within BTool. Since superposition proofs are used for deriving parallel and distributed systems, we can now use B-Toolkit as a tool for deriving parallel and distributed systems.
By using B-Tool we gain some extra features. B-Tool can for example assist in nding the invariant for the system as well as help to nd logical errors in the system. These shortcomings of an algorithm can usually be found by studying the proof obligations that cannot be automatically proved by the B-Toolkit.
There are, however, also drawbacks of using B-Tool for deriving action systems. The substitutions allowed in the speci cations and re nements are very restrictive. For example a while loop cannot be introduced until the last renement step. Even sequential composition is not allowed in the speci cations. Furthermore, extra operations need to be introduced in order to be able to prove the superposition rule within B-Tool. The more complex action system we have the more complex these extra conditions will be.
We used a load balancing algorithm as a case study to exemplify how to use B-Tool for re ning action systems. Most of the proof obligations created by B-Tool could be proved automatically and the rest were easily proved in an interactive way. Here we only study the very rst re nement step. The complete derivation is reported in 14] .
We have also looked at other tools that could be used for re ning action systems, such as the Synthesizer Generator 12] and the Re nement Calculator 10]. However, these tools still require introduction of the superposition rules in order to be applicable for superposition re nement of action systems. Furthermore, we have speci ed a program derivation editor 5] for strucuring and manipulating formal program derivations.
